
Brand: 
Accessories 

Range: 

Target: 

Match it with your Atom grinder to create an all-in-one solution to optimise your workflow and coffee counter space.

A barista or a home user that wants to speed up 
their work�ow and obtain a reliable result in its 

co�ee extraction, removing the pressing variable. 
Plus, it avoids unnecessary fatigue in high volume 

co�ee shops. 

Main features
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Tamper

1) High speed tamping: just 1.5 seconds. Your workflow gains 
speed.

2) Automatic portafilter recognition (thanks to metallic 
reader sensor): enhance speed and safety during workflow.

3) Pressing force customizable: from 10 to 30 kilos, to get an 
even and consistent tamping.

4) Compact and modern design: designed to be placed 
underneath ATOM to optimise barista's workspace.

5) Compatible with the whole Atom range, including: Atom 
Excellence, Atom W, Atom Specialty* and Atom Touch*.

6) Possibility to select between single or double tamping 
(sequential): choose the tamping profile you prefer.

7) High- speed maintenance: the "Clean mode" enables to 
lower and (possibly) remove the tamping disk.

8) Metal Body combined with Rubbered feet: ensuring solidity 
and stability on the counter.

9) **Universal fork, easily adjustable in height, compatible 
with any kind of filter holder (single/double/naked).

10) Limitless tamps per day: use it how often you need in your 
workspace.

11) Made to last: designed to handle up to 200'000 tamps, to 

support high consumption shops and chains.

12) Ready to suit your needs: thanks to the Tamper Kits 

available as separate accessories, you can easily update and 

switch the standard 58 mm tamping disk according to your 

portafilter type. This means that you can update your Under-

the-grinder Automatic Tamper at any time, even if you change 

your coffee machine.

Available tamper diameters: 53 / 54,3 / 57.3 / 58/ 58,3mm**.
13) Standard configuration is available in 58 mm. 53 / 54,3 / 

57.3 / 58,3 mm are available as separate accessories.

. Allen key for quick disassembly of the pressing disc. 

. Brush to clean hard-to-reach places 

Maintenance kit available:

*Compatible, but slightly different fit due to this model's structure
**easily adjustable in height, compatible with any kind of filterholder (single/double/
naked)

*** currently not compatible with La San Marco portafilter




